19 July 2019
Welcome back everyone! Our second semester is well underway, and we are excited
in thinking about the term ahead and all that will be a part of our work:

IB LEARNER
PROFILE
ATTRIBUTES
INQUIRERS
KNOWLEDGEABLE
THINKERS
COMMUNICATORS
PRINCIPLED
OPEN-MINDED
CARING
RISK-TAKERS
BALANCED
REFLECTIVE

- Student Led Conferences/Parent-Teacher Interviews
- Colour Run
- Science Week & STEAM afternoon
- Tournament of the Minds
I trust you all had a joyful holiday break and are ready for a jam-packed Term 3.
Curriculum Day & Student Led Conferences
On Wednesday 24th July our staff will undertake professional learning as part of our
Curriculum Day. Our Student Led Conferences/Parent-Teacher Interviews will begin
from 2pm and our students are only required at school if you have booked your SLC
during this time. It is imperative that your child/ren attend the Student Led
Conference with you. Our students have been hard at work preparing for this
opportunity to celebrate and reflect on their learning. Children will not attend school
on this day.

In order to best support your role in the Student Led Conference and by acknowledging the critical
partnership between school and home, we would like to share the questions below which you may
consider:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What did you learn?
What did you do?
What did you do when you didn’t understand?
How can you improve on this learning?
What are you most proud of?

These prompts are a way that you can question and invite discussion during the Student Led
Conference. We hope that these questions create an opportunity for informative conversations with
your child.
Compass Notifications
Compass enables us as a school community to inform you of events, alerts and important
information. Our aim in using this platform is to minimise the need for hard-copy notes to
be sent home. This aligns also with our sustainability focus as a Primary Year Programme
school. Please ensure that your app is current, and you have enabled settings to allow you to receive
notifications. If you would like assistance with the Compass app, please come and see one of our
friendly administration staff.
School Grounds & Gardens
Contractors have been busily working on our grounds over the holiday break. You may have noticed
that we have some areas sectioned off with temporary fencing. These areas will receive a facelift
over the coming weeks with garden plans, our new Gaga Pit and concreting. Thank you for your
anticipated mindfulness in navigating these spaces.
School Fees
Please be aware that the last instalment of school fees was due at the end of term. Please arrange
payment if you have not done so already.
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Congratulations to our Term 3 Class Captains!
Congratulations to our new Class Captains for Term 3. I look forward to working alongside them in
encouraging student voice and our improvement work as part of the Student Empowerment Group.

H01
H02
H03
H04
H05
H06
H07

Akuol & Samuel
Mila & Ayden
Roha & Xander
Rohaan & Issabel
Khai-Anh & Cruz
Ally & Walden
Ella & Deegan

H08
H09
H10
H11
H12
H13
H14

Elias & Lavanya
Sofia & Cooper
Kaylah & Blake
Omar & Ruby
Jenushi & Mason
Myrah & Ty
Nimrit & Roy

H15
H16
H17
H18
H19
H20
H21

Isaac & Amelia
Chloe & Albert
Mila & Terry
Lana & Tyler
Aliyana & Markus
Kayla & Dev
Kaiden & Ceana

H22
H23
H24
H25
H26
H27

Sena & Aden
Zara & Orlando
April & Vincent
Mila-Rose & Sulaiman
Abdullah & Olivia
Ruby & Jerix

H28
H29
H30
H31
H32
H33

Alex-Zavier & Penny
Shiloh & Alex
Kenji & Lucinda
Filip & Eliana
Matthew & Ella
Jordan & Sofia

H34
H35
H36
H37
H38
H39

Jayden & Jennifer
Peyton & Mason
Jessica & Santosh
Abby & Ayan
Lenny & Ilani
Aiden & Ishitha

H40
H41
H42
H43
H44
H45

Thai Son & Alexis
Leeza & Luca
Zainab & Adrian
Olivia & Nathan
Khyathi & Atif
Emily & Semih

H46
H54
H55
H56

Oliver & Ella
Luke & Eve
Georgia & Elijah
Jessica & Yusuf
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2019 Parent Opinion Survey
Our school is conducting a survey to find out what parents think of our school. The Parent Opinion
Survey is an annual survey offered by the Department of Education and Training that is conducted
amongst a sample of randomly selected parents. It is designed to assist schools in gaining an
understanding of parents’ perceptions of school climate, student behaviour and student
engagement. Our school will use the survey results to help inform and direct future school planning
and improvement strategies.
Approximately 30 per cent of parents will be invited to participate in this year’s survey. All responses
to the survey are anonymous. This year the Parent Opinion Survey will be conducted from Monday
22rd July to Sunday 11th August.
The survey will be conducted online, only takes 10-15 minutes to complete, and can be accessed at
any convenient time within the fieldwork period on desktop computers, laptops, tablets or
smartphones. The online survey will be available in a range of languages other than English. These
include Arabic, Vietnamese, Mandarin, Chin (Hakha), Hindi, Japanese, Somali, Turkish, Punjabi and
Greek.
The survey results will be reported back to the school at the end of September.
If you have any questions or concerns, please make contact through the school email address.
Thank you
Blayne Wallis
Acting Principal

Good parents let their children fail - often
It is perfectly natural for parents to want to protect their beloved children and keep them safe – heck
it's a deep biological drive. Over time the social norms and expectations around children have
softened and together with fear-based 24/7 news cycles and the fear of litigation parents have
become increasingly vigilant.
See Also
 Why you should give your children exactly three gifts for Christmas - no more, no less
 Why it is good for our children to fail
 Today's children face new challenge in rise of machines
One of the shifts that has occurred is the need to protect kids from failing. We seem less inclined to
allow kids to explore and navigate their world without close supervision because they will make poor
choices and possibly a mess! Young children especially are wired to explore, question and discover
through their senses the wonder of life and often that may be perceived as a 'mistake'. Take the
unravelling of toilet rolls – a fascinating exploration that explores many scientific hypotheses
including gravity. Then there is emptying drawers of clothes, linen, plastics and anything they can
find to practise emptying. These are all developmentally normal experiences not a sign of poor
parenting or a naughty child.
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Technically, these small attempts could be seen as moments of failure. However, little kids are pretty
cute and indeed many of these acts may be signs of potential toddler genius.
However, something happens as our toddlers’ head towards the test-driven schooling system. Their
attempts get labelled as mistakes. This term – which may have come from early archery meaning a
'miss take' where an arrow misses its target – becomes more sinister. So often children making
mistakes and failing seems to become a reflection on one's parents rather than a normal part of
childhood. Kids are kids, prone to making poor choices – dropping things, drawing on the wrong
things with permanent marker, being selfish and struggling to share, having meltdowns, falling over,
and having bumps and bruises while playing freely. This is totally normal, and every moment can help
build your child's capacity to overcome small mistakes and setbacks.
This helps build the important gift of resilience – something that has declined in recent times. When
children are protected from failing or being disappointed – regardless if this comes from a place of
love – it will come at a cost later in life when a moment of challenge or setback arrives (and it will). I
often pinpoint the moment that the rules to pass-the-parcel changed as being a huge turn in the
wrong direction to overprotecting kids from setbacks.
Suddenly, instead of having only one winner in this party game, it became "everyone gets a prize!"
This well-intentioned action, aimed at protecting kids from being disappointed, has meant many
children have seldom experienced disappointment.
Learning what it feels like to lose or not get what you want is a part of becoming emotionally
competent. To become emotionally buoyant we need to experience emotionally challenging
moments, especially when we are younger before the limbic brain grows to be more influential.
Returning pass the parcel back to its rightful position in early childhood – in a fun party environment
– gives our kids a chance to know that while disappointment sucks – it is something we can learn to
navigate with experience.
Learning about losing and being disappointed when you sit for your first NAPLAN test has seen
many students struggling with unnecessary stress and anxiety –some returning to bedwetting, having
nightmares, vomiting or even pulling eye lashes out. The only way to learn this incredibly important
skill is by experiencing failure and leaning that it's not a sign we are defective, broken or wrong – we
just made a poor choice or were unlucky.
Sadly no app will give our child this valuable learning.
The only way we can learn it is by losing and failing – over and over. Professor Carol Dweck in her
book, Mindset, explores the difference between flexible and fixed mindsets and she encourages
teaching our children that making mistakes and meeting the challenge of addressing failure are
important. Kids need to play lots of games with others to learn about losing and winning – well. Noone ever enjoys losing or failing; however we can learn to manage it better. It is important that we
validate the big ugly feelings that can come with feeling disappointed – and also encourage ways to
soothe it. Simple card games and board games are a great starting point. As kids get older there's
always hide and seek, beach cricket, tag, chasey and even good old noughts and crosses! Even
experiences like flying kites can have valuable learning experiences because kites are notoriously
badly behaved.
Finally, nothing helps kids build resilience around failing better than playing often in Mother Nature –
the unpredictability of nature lends itself to many moments of failure.
Learning about the art of taking risks and recovering is not only exciting, it helps build confidence and
courage.
So please let your kids fail – it may be one of the most important parenting decisions you ever make.
Maggie Dent is one of Australia's favourite parenting authors.
Read more: http://www.essentialkids.com.au/development-advice/advice/good-parents-let-theirchildren-fail-often-20171127-gzu2ni?sfns=xmo#ixzz5u4OSroQw
Follow us: @EssentialKids on Twitter | EssentialKids on Facebook
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Green Team News

Just a reminder that Nude Food Day will
continue to be held EVERY Wednesday @ KCPS.
The Green Team Captains will be collecting data
on the number of student participants in their
class each week. Classes with the most
participation throughout the term will be
announced during the end of term 2 assembly!

National Tree Day
Friday the 26th of July
Remember to wear GREEN casual clothes and bring a gold coin
donation!
Classes will each plant a tree in our school for National Tree Day next
Friday. Homerooms came up with creative names to name their tree to
place on the protector.
Check out this creative name by H47,
‘KEANU LEAVES’ 
Well done to all classes for their creativity,
the tree protectors will look great!

Check out our KCPS Sustainablity Pledge Tree!
During last term students came up with a sustainability pledge as a
class. Students discussed ways they will help our school be a
sustainable environment. Examples of pledges included making sure
we don’t walk through garden beds, putting the appropriate things in
the comingle bins and ensuring we turn the lights off when we are not
in the classroom.
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DATES TO REMEMBER
22 - 24 July – Student Led Conferences
24 July – Curriculum Day. Students do not attend school
26 July – National Tree Day
14 September – 2019 Victorian State Schools Spectacular
20 September – End of Term 3. Students finish at 1.30pm
Please check our website for camp dates, current specialist/ swimming timetables and
community notices http://kororoitcreekps.vic.edu.au/parents/#all
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Tuning into Teens Term 3:
Early Intervention and Difficult Behaviours
You can register your interest by getting
headspace Melton will once again be running a Tuning
in contact with headspace Melton’s
into Teens Program in Term 3.
reception staff.
Term 3 TINT will have a focus on early intervention to
When

managing difficult behaviour in teenage children. This Wednesdays 6-8.30PM, 24 July -11 September
group would be useful for parents that have noticed TINT will run for 7 consecutive weeks
behaviours that are difficult to manage and want help
Where
to stop them from getting worse. Or for parents that headspace Melton, 16 Brooklyn Road, Melton
are not sure why their child just isn’t the same South
anymore!

Contact
Reception to register your interest
P: 8065 5600 or E:
Contact@headspacemelton.org.au

headspace National Youth Mental Health Foundation is funded
by the Australian Government Department of Health

